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Don't Throw the Baby Out with the Bath School!
A Reply to Collins and Yearley
Michel Callon and Bruno Latour

Mademoisellede l'Espinasse:"Voilà ma toile; et le point originaire
de tous cesfils c'est mon araignée"
Bordeu:"A merveille"
Mademoisellede l'Espinasse:"Où sont les fils? Où est placée
I'araignée?"

Diderot,Le Rêvede d'Alembert
Harry Collins and Steve Yearley {from now on C&Y) âre sâtisfied
with the stateof socialstudiesof science.Most o{ the problemshave
been solved, important discoveries have been made, sociology is
firm enough on its feet to study the natural sciences.Thus, according to them, there is no fundamental reason to switch to other
framesof reference-and there is still lessreâsonto let "bloody foreigners" dabblein a field where the British have been firmly in command for so mâny yeârs. Wherever we go, C&Y have already been
there, have given satisfactory explanations,have developedan adequate methodology,and have solvedthe empirical problems.Even if
they recognize that there might be some residual difficulties-the
problems of reflexivity, thât of symmetry the potential conflict between relativism and social realism-their solution is to shun these
intellectual traps by a process of alternation, another name for
blithe ignorance,and an appeal to common senseand professional
Harry Collins and SteveYearleyhad the generosityto host a one-dayinformal seminar to play chicken "live." SteveWoolgarand Bruno Latour were the contestantsand
Gerard de Vries and Wiebe Biiker the referees.Members of the Bath School,David
Goodingand David Travis, abstainedin a gentlemanly way from pushing the contestants under the traffic. The final dinner was in a Lebaneserestaurant,but we decided
not to take this as an omen of future civil strife. We beneffted enormously from this
one-daydiscussionbut restrict ourselvesin this paper to the published materials.
Many useful comments by Gerard de Vries, Steven Shapin,and Mike Lynch could
not be used, since we had agreednot to alter our respectivepapersso much as to
make them movable targets. On the whole we felt it was a welcome and clarifying debate.We thank Gabrielle Hecht and Michael Bravo for their comments and
corrections.
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loyalty. Sociologyis good enough to do the job, and if it is not, then
let them be like their brave ancestorsand say, "right or wrong, my
discipline." The overall tone of C&Y implies thât if all those bizane
ideaswere left to thrive, sociologistsof sciencemight have to retool
some of their concepts/start reading new people, maybe even philosophersof the pre-Wittgenstein era, or worse/ economists of technical change,political philosophers,semioticians, and while we are
at it, why not novelists or technologists or metaphysicians?No,
whatever other schoolshave to offer, none of them is better than the
good old sociology we have at hand, and instead of helping the
Frenchto overcometheir deficiencies,it is better to throw them out
with the bathwater.
We disagreewith this âssessmentof the field. We are dissatisfied
with the state of the art, which is now in dangerof dismantlement
after fifteen yearsof rapid advance{seeLatour, in press,a, f.or adiagnostic). We think it is about time to changethe bath wa.ter,but conûary to our colleagues,we do not want to throw the baby out with
it, and especiallynot the Bath school. We learned a greatdeal from
Collins's work-the study of âctive controversies,the meticulous
application of symmetry in the treâtment of parasciences,the emphasis put on local skills, the careful study of replication, the dismantlement of epistemologists'hegemony,the stress on networks
and entrenchment mechanisms, and above all, his crisp and witty
style of reasoning.However, we do not believe that the microsociology of the Bath school has put an end to the history of the field. We
are also dissatisfiedwith our own network theory, but contrary to
C&l we do not seethis as a reasonto put our head in the sand and
pretend that sociology of science is "business as usual." Our deficienciesspur us to go on looking for alternatives, original methods,
and yes, a still more radical definition of the field. The domain is
young. The topics of scienceand society have barely been touched.
For their sometimes condescendingbut on the whole earnestcritique of the "Paris school," C&Y have chosentwo paperswhich are
explicitly "ontological manifestos" out of a production of six books,
five edited volumes and about sixty articles. Fair enough. In our reply we will stick to those two papersand will abstain from using
other materials, although we will cite many others for the benefit of
readersinterested in following through. If we agreeto restrict the
dispute to those two papers/then in return C&.Y have to acknowledgethat we wrote them in a peculiar style. We recognizethat the
empirical basis of those two papers and their methods are rather
idiosyncratic,but their goal is to transform the definition of entities
as it is acceptedin the field of social studies of scienceby doing two
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ontological experiments, one on nâture/ the other on technology.
Each of them is followed by scoresof methodological and empirical
papersthat C&.Y have the right to ignore, although the accusation
of a poverty of methods, of lack of rigor, and of a failure to provide
explanationswould have been more compelling had a slightly larger
corpusbeen chosen.
The major criticism made by our colleaguesis that even if our
position is philosophically radical and justified, its practical effect
on the use of empirical material is prosaic,reâctionary/and dangerously confusing. The justification for this judgment is that in spite
of what we claim, we are accusedof going back to the realist position to explain scientific facts and to technical determinism to account for artifacts. Since in Paris and Bath we all agree that the
touchstone of any position is its empirical fruitfulness, we concede
that if indeed the empirical evidenceis proven messy,we waive forever the right to appealeither to the quality of our philosophy or to
the purity of our intentions.
In intellectual controversiesone good way to âssessthe quality of
claims is to see which side understandsnot only its own position
but also that of the other side {another,lighter, touchstone is checking to see which side reads the other's production completely). We
feel that the exasperationof C&Y is not only respectablebut understandableând importânt for the future of the field, and that we are
able to explain both why they are wrong and why they can't help
misinterpreting us in the very way they do. The yardstick they are
using to qualify any given piece of work as "âdvanced,""radlcal," or
"reactionary"is the following (seefig. 12.1).There is one line going
from the nature pole to the social pole, and it is along this line that
schools of thought may be logged.If you grant a lot of activity to
nature in the settlement of controversies,then you are areactionary,
that is, a realist; if, on the contraryt you grant a lot of activity to
society in settling controversies,then you are â constructivist or a
radical, with various nuânceswhich may only be logged along this
line. Although the philosophical foundation of this yardstick is crucial, we will not go into that, since the debate only hinges on the
empirical use of this philosophy; but seeLatour 1990,in press,â.
The claim of C8r.Yis that social studies of science(or SSK,as they
choose to call it) is engagedin a fight, a tug-of-war between two
extreme positions, one which they label "natural realism" which
starts with the existenceof objectsto explain why we humans agree
about them; and the other, which they label "social realism," which
starts/ on the contrary, from the firm foundation of society in order
to account for why we collectively settle on mâtters of fact. The
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Naturepole

Societypole
-+

<|-

reactionary conservative

happy medium

progressivist

radical

Figure l2.l Positionsin sciencestudiesdebatesare alignedalong one line only,
going from Nature to Societyand using terms which are politically laden.

alternation

they advocate is that we should switch from natural re-

alism when we arescientiststo socialrealism when we play the role
of sociologistsexplainingscience.This point is very important, becâuseit is this alternation that C&Y call "symmetry." In this tugof-war,any sociologistwho stops being a social realist would be a
traitor, since he or she would abandonthe fight or/ worse still, help
out the other side.We in Pari.sare viewed as such traitors, because
we give back to nature the role of settling controversies.
The reflexivist is seenas less of â pest, since she placesherselfbehind all the
teams to plague them; but she is trâitor nonethelessbecauseshe
especially delights in bugging the "social" team with her endless
bites and kicks (fig. 12.2).(But she is goodenoughto {end for herself
and we will not pleadon her behalfin this paper).
[Ashmore 19891,
The reasonwhy we may use the word "treason" is that C&Y's
paperis a moral and deontologicalpaper.The field of sciencestudies
has been engagedin a moral struggle to strip scienceof its extrâvagant claim to authority.Any move that waffleson this issueappears
unethicâI, since it could also help scientists and engineersto reclaim this special âuthority which sciencestudies has had so much
trouble undermining.This is a seriousclaim and we cannot take it
Naturepole

Socialpole
reflexivists

Explaining
the social
fromthe
natural

Explaining
the natural
fromthe
social

Figure 12.2 The tug-of-warbetweenrealists,on the left, and constructivists,
on the right; reflexivistsare those who hamstring the playersof the Social team.
More seriously,the sourcesof the explanationmay come from two contradictory
repertoires.
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lightly. Here are the two more damning accusationsof high treason,
the first for science:
it seemsto us that the resulting
Farfrom addingto our understanding
âccount[of Collins'sgravitywavesphrasedin Callon'swayslwould
hrstorianof sciencelook just like the âccountof a conventional
with gravity
exceptthat the historianwouldn'ttalk of allegiances
with gravitywaves,but of discovwavesandfailuresof negotiations
eriesand failuresof experimentaltechnique.The languagechanges
but the storyremainsthe same.
and the secondfor technology:
of the semioticmethod[of Latour]amount to
The consequences
a backwardstep,leadingus to embraceoncemore the very priority
rule-bounddescription,adoptedfrom scientistsand
of technological,
that we oncelearnedto ignore.
technologists,
This is not â misreadingof our position. Neither is it an antiFrenchprejudice,or a peculiar blindnessto others' ideas,or even
tunnel vision: it is a necessityof C&Y's cold war wagedagainstrealists. Our position is for them unjustifiablesince it helps the traditional and conventional technologistsand scientists to win the day
over SSK'sdiscoveries.The whole accusâtionnow hinges on two
questionsthe jury is askedto settle: did Callon and Latour commit
the crime of granting to nature and to artifacts the same ontological
stâtus that realistsand technical deterministsare used to granting
them? If so, did they commit this crime in intention or in effect, or
both? The secondpossibility is more damning than the first and the
only one that really countsfor our discussion.
We have to confessthat in C&Y's frame of reference-and for that
matter in the whole Anglo-American tradition of sciencestudiesthe answer has to be "yes." We are guilty on both counts/ and we
understandwhy our position is bound to be read this way by social
realists.
Why is this readingby C&,Y so inevitable?Becausethey cannot
imagine any other yardstick for evaluating empirical studies than
the one defined above,and they cannot entertain even for a moment
another ontological status for society and for things. All the shifts
in vocabulary like "actant" instead of "actor," "actor network"
insteadof "social relations," "translation" insteadof "interaction,"
"negotiation" instead of "discovery," "immtJtable mobiles" ând "inscriptions'/ instead of "proof" arrd"data," "delegation" instead of
"social roles," are deridedbecausethey are hybrid terms that blur
the distinction betweenthe really socialand human-centeredterms
repertoires.But who proand the really nâtural and object-centered
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vided them with this real distribution between the social and the
natural worlds? The scientists whose hegemony in defining the
world C&Y so bravely fight. Obsessedby the war they wage against
"natural realists," they are unable to see that this battle is lost as
soon as we accept the definition of society handed to them under
the name of "social realism." This is now what we have to demonstrate and we will show that if there are to be traitors in this world
(which might not be necessary)they might be the ones sticking to
socialrealism,not us.
Let us first examine the yardstick we use to decidewho is reactionary and who is not, and then examine what differenceit makes
empirically. We have never been interestedin playing the tug-o{-war
that amuses the Anglo-American tradition so much, and C&Y are
right in saying that we are born traitors, so to speak,from the early
days of Laboratory Life and of the electric-vehicle saga(Latour and
Woolgar[1979)1986;Callon 1980a,b; Callon I 98I ; Callon andLatour
t98l). There are many reâsonsfor this-one of them being that realism as a philosophical tradition has never been important on the
Continent (seeBowker and Latour 1987 for other factors).But the
main reasonis that since.like C&Y. we wish to attack scientists'
hegemony on the definition of nature, we have never wished to accept the essentialsourceof their power: that is the very distribution
between what is natural and what is social and the fixed allocation
of ontological status that goeswith it. We have never been interested
in giving a social explanation of anything, but we want to explain
society, of which the things, facts and artifacts, are major components. If our explanations are prosaic in the eyes of CSrI it is OK
with us, since we have always wanted to render our texts unsuitable
for the social explanation genre.Our generalsymmetry principle is
thus not to alternate betweennatural realism and social realism but
to obtain nâture and society as twin results of another activity, one
that is more interesting for us. We call it network building, or collective things, or quasi-objects,or trials of force (Callon 1980b,
1987;Callon, Law,and Rip 1986;Latour 1987,1988,1990,in press,
ai Law L987hand others call it skill, forms of life, material practice
(Lynch 1985;Shapinand Schaffer,1985).
To position such a symmetry we have to make a ninety-degree
turn from the SSK yardstick and define a second dimension (see
fig. 12.3).This verticai dimension has its origin, 0, right at the center of the other dimension. All the studies which are at the top of
the stabilization gradient are the ones which make an a priori distinction between nature and society, that is, the ones that lack
symmetry (in our sense)or that muddle the issue or try to hedge
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out of it. All the studies that are down the stabilization gradient
do not make any assumption about the social or natural origin of
entities. Such is our touchstone,the one that allows us to read most
of SSKas "reactionary," becausethey start from a closed definition
of the social and then use this repertoire as an explanation of nature-most of the time to no avail. For us they are exactly âs reâctionily âs one who would start from an a priori unconstructed
definition of nature in order to explain the settlement of controversies.On the contrâr, we take as progressiveany study that simultaneously shows the coproduction of society and nature. The
phenomenon we wish to describe cannot be framed from the two
extremes on the SSK yardstick-nature out there and society up
there-since on the contrâry/ "natures" and "societies" are secreted
(Shapinand Schafas by-productsof this circulation of quasi-obfects
fer 1985;Callon 1981,1987,Latour 1987,1.990].
We understandfrom readingthis diagram(fiS.12.3)-admittedly
crude,but in thesematters the basicframeworks are always crudewhy it is that a point A on the zigzag line which we try to study,
once projectedin A' on the SSKyardstick is inevitably readas "reactionary," that is, as granting âgencyback to nature as defined by
scientists. Conversely,we understand why point B, once projected

reactionary conse.rvative
A'
Nature
Pole

SSK'syardstick

-L
medium

progressivist

B'

radical
Social
Pole

A"

B
O

"Paris" yardstick

Figure 12.3 The one-dimensionalyardstick of ffgure I is allowed to position any
entity along the obiect-subiectline (their longitude).The two-dimensionalyardstick
allows us to position obiectsand subiectsaccordingto their degreeof stabilization
as well (their latitude), and thus to offer for eachentity two coordinates.O[ each
entity we would not only ask if it is natural or social (proiectedin A' and B' on the
SSKyardstickl but also iI it is unstableor stable(proiectedin A" and B" on the
"Paris" vardstick).
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in B', is read,this time by realists,as a blatant proof of social constructivism, that is, of society defined by social scientists. The perfect symmetry in the misreading of our work by "natural realists"
and by "social realists" alike is a nice confirmation that we are in a
different, although for them unthinkable, position. After scoresof
criticisms coming from the left side of the diagram,we welcome
C&Y's critique coming from the right side,becausethe two together
triangulate our stand with great âccurâcy.
Here are the four main points of contention thât make this stand
unthinkable for the two squabblingschools:
l. With the horizontal yardstick, there are two and only two
known and fixed repertoires of agencieswhich are stocked ât the
two extremities-brute material objects,on the one hand, and intentional social human subiects,on the other. Every other entity-gravitational waves/ scallops,inscriptions, or door closers,to
name â few-will be read as a combination or mixture of these two
pure repertoires.On the contrary once the two âxes are drawn together,there is an indefinite gradient of agencieswhich are not combinations of any pure forms-although the purification work may
be also documented(Latour 1988,especiallypart 2) We do not have
to start from a fixed repertoire of agenciesbut from the very act of
distributing or dispatchingagencies.
2. The horizontal yardstick is either human-centeredor naturecenteredwith alternation betweenthem. The vertical axis, however,
is centeredon the very activity of shifting out agencies-which
is, by the way, the semiotic deffnition of an actant devoid of its logoand anthropocentric connotations. The very distinction between
"action" and "behavior" that seems so obvious to C&Y is exactly
the sort of divide that no student of scienceis allowed to start from
(chap.4); the only possiblestartingpoint is the attribution of intention or the withdrawal thereof, two activities dif{erent in the effects
they produce,but identical in the amount of work they require.It is
as difficult to turn an object into "mere matter" as it is to grânt
intentionally to the action of a human-on this point again, Shapin
and Schaffer(l985lhave madethe essentialmoves.
3. Along the horizontal axis, explanationsflow from either or
both extremestoward the middle. In the other frame of reference,
explanationsstart from the verticai axis. This is becausein the first
frame,nature and society are the causesthat are used to explain the
delicate content of scientific âctivity. It is the oppositein our frame,
since the activity of scientists and engineersand of all their human
and nonhuman allies is the cause,of which various statesof nature
and societiesarethe consequences.
It is highly probablethat we will
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neveragainget the extremeso{ the nature and societypoles.Scientists and engineersnever use them as complacentlyas C&Y imagine, and this is becausethey are much more original, daring and
progressivesocial philosophersand social theorists than more social
scientistsare. Recapturingthe scientists'and engineers'socialinnovations-for instance those of Pasteur(Latour 19881or French
electrochemists(Callon 1987)-is what we believe we should be
creditedfor.
4. The definition of observablesis entirely different in the two
frames. In the first one, social scientists were allowed to use an
unobservablestate of society and a definition of social relations to
âccount for scientific work-or to alternate by using an equally
unobservablestate of nature. In the other frame the only observables
are the tracesleft by objects,arguments/skills, and tokens circulating through the collective. We never see either social relations or
things. We may only document the circulation of network-tracing
tokens, statements, and skills. This is so important that one of us
made it the first principle of sciencestudies(Latour 1987,chap. 1).
Although we have not yet fully articulated this argument, it is the
basisof our empirical methods.
Sincethe goalsand methods are so flarapart,is it a mere accident
that our work has been likened to those of social relativists?
There would be no reasonto even discussour position and yardstick with "sociâI" students of scienceif we were interested in rncommensurable objects. However, our claim is that it is utterly
impossible to achieve the social students' very goals-disputing
scientists' hegemony,explaining the closure of controversies,applying Bloor's principle of symmetry, calculating the entrenchment
mechanismsof cognitive networks-without shifting from the horizontal axis to the vertical one, that is, without completing their
symmetry principle with ours. We did not come to this position for
the fun of it or to play the deadly game of chicken, as we have been
accusedof doing, but becausethe field is corneredin a deadend from
which we want to escape(Latour, in press,a). This debateoccurs in
social studies of scienceand technology and only there, since this is
about the only place in social sciencewhere the number of border
casesbetween "nature" and "society" is so greât thât it breaks the
divide âpfft. Classical social theory, or philosophy of science,never
facedthis problem, since they ignored either the things or the society. C&Y claim to be able to study the fabulous proliferation of borderline caseswithout changing the yardstick that was invented in
order to keep the pure forms as far apart as possible (Shapin and
Schaffer1985).We believe this to be philosophically ill-founded and
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from ontological framework to empirical evidence.C&Y think their
empirical treatment of the controversiesis sufficient and progressive, and that ours is reactionary and muddled. We believe that they
will not-and have never-delivered the goods they claim to have
delivered,and that our methods, although unsteadyand incomplete,
at least begin to approachthe question we âre all interested in. We
claim that the former symmetry principle spoils the data obtained
by all of the casestudies by erecting in the middle a Berlin Wall as
violent-and fortunately as fragile-as the real one.
The empirical disagreement,the only one that really mâtters, is
visible in science,and still more in technology.C&Y have read and
indeedhave rewritten Callon's renderingof the network of scallops,
scientists, and fishermen to prove that it is "reactionary"-in their
frame of reference.What would they have done instead?(Let us remember that they call "symmetry" the alternation between the two
poles of their frame of reference,and that inside ours we call it
"asymmetry.")
As a social accountof the making of knowledge[Callon'sscallop
story] is prosaicbecausethe story of the scallopsthemselvesis an
asymmetricalold-fashioned
scientificstory.A symmetricalSSK-type
âccountwould analyzethe way it cameto be agreed,first that the
scallopsdid anchor,and second-at a later date-that they did not
anchor.Into the analysisthe questionof whetheror not the scallops
compliedwould not enter.The informingassumptionwould be that
whetherthereweremoreor fewerscallopsanchoringearlyandlatern
the studydid not affectthe extentto which the scallopswereseento
be anchoringearly and late. No SSKstudy would rely on the complicity of the scallops;at best it could rely on human-centered
accountsoi the complicityof the scallops.
The whole field of social studies of sciencepioneeredby Collins
and severalother social realists hinges on this: nonhumans should
not enter an account of why humans come to agreewhat they are.
There are four empirical mistakes in this position that are increasinglyserious:
First, the scientists Callon portrays âre constantly trying to bring
the scallops to bear on the debatesamong colleaguesand among
fishermen; they simultaneously entertain dozensof ontological positions going from "scallops are like that, it is a [act"; to "you made
up the data"; through positions like "this is what you think the
scallopsdo, not what they really do"; or "some scallopstend to support your position, others don't"; to "this is your âccount, not what
it is." To pretend that to document the ways scientists bring in non352
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humans, we sociologistsshould chooseone ol thesepositions-that
scallopsdo not interfereat all in the debateamong scientistsstriving to make scallopsinterfere in their debates-is not only counterintuitive but empirically stifling. It is indeed this absurdposition
that has made the whole field of SSKlook ridiculous and lend itself
to the "mere social" interpretation (Star 1988).The only viable
position is for the analyst not to take any ontological positionespeciallysocial constructivism-and to observehow the importation of various scalloplike entities modifies the controversy. Of
courseC&Y cannot acceptthat, becausetheir yardstickforcesthem
either to go toward the "natural realism" that they "had learned to
ignore" or to embrace"social realism." The agnosticsymmetric position-in our sense-is for them unreachable.This is why they
make the additional empirical mistake of believing that scientists
must be "naive realists" in order to do their job. If scientistswere
naive realists âbout the facts they produce they would not produce
any: they would just wait (Latour and Woolgarll979l1986; Latour
l987; Lynch 1985;Callon 1989;chap2; chap4; Pickering i984). To
portrây scientists as bench realists is a revealing mistake. It could
be understandablefrom sociologistswho have never met or studied
sciencein the making, but C&Y have, so it is not out of ignorance
they make this blunder but out of the impossibility of their entertaining any status for entities other than these two: either the scallops
are out there and force themselves on naive realists, or they are in
there made of social relations of humans talking about them. The
attribution of naive realism to scientists is the mirror image of the
attribution to themselvesof what we should call "naive socialism."
With this divide of the data they entirely forget that scallops exist
under various forms at the same time (probably none of them resembles"out-thereness")and that all the scientists are busy not
limiting their discussion to social relations but devise hundreds o{
ways-yes inscriptions âre one among many-to mobilize the varrous forms of scallops.Scientistsneverexist simply aspeopletalking
amongpeopleabout people.
The second mistake is of a greâter magnitude, since it bears on
our attempt to overcomethe first mistake. Since it is impossible to
take only one of many ontological positions in order to account for
the way scientists bring in nonhumans, we the analystshave to entertain the whole range. One way to do this is to extend our principle of symmetry to vocabulary and to decide that whatever term
is used for humans, we will use it for nonhumans as well. It does
not mean that we wish to extend intentionality to things, or mechanism to humans, but only that with any one attribute we should
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we hope to overcomethe drfficulty of siding with one, and only one,
of the câmps. How do C&Y debunk this enterprise?By rewriting
Callon's articles and breaking the symmetry of vocabulary Callon
wants to use. In their notes/ C&Y limit themselvesto the "object
pole" of their obsessionalyardstick. They rewrite only what they
seeas the scallopssideand triumphantly arguethat, oncerewritten,
it makes no distinction at all between the old account of historians
grânting agency to things in themselves and Callon's account that
crisscrosses
the whole gradientof agenciesby not limiting things to
their "out-thereness."No wonder that if they rewrite "negotiation"
âs "discovery," ot "actant" as "actor," it seems to make no difference.But the writing was crucial in allowing the passageof words
through the Great Divide and back. Of course it is not crucial for
CSrl since they believethat they possessthe right metalanguageto
talk about science making-the languageof things in themselves
alternating with the languageof humans among themselves-but it
matters enormouslyto us sincewe believethe symmetric metalanguageshould be invented that will avoid the absurditiesdue to the
divide of two asymmetric vocabularies(divide which has been imposed to render the very âctivity of building society with facts and
artifactsunthinkable).Of courseour two articles would have been
better if insteadof using the samevocabularyfor the two sideswe
could have used an unbiased vocabulary.But is it our fault that it
does not exist? If "enroll" smacks of anthropomorphism, and "attach" of zoomorphism or of physimorphism? in the future we will
forge and use this symmetric vocabulary,but in the meantime we
wish to avoid the deleteriouseffect of alternation by borrowing what
is acceptableon one side to show how it can be acclimatizedon the
other. Here again, actors are smârter than social scientists.The
repertoires they use are hybrid and impure, whether they concern
catalysts which become "poisoned," researcherswho are "deprogrammed,"or computerswhich are "bugged."One of the basictasks
for future studies of science and technology is to establish â symmetrical vocabulary.We should be credited with having tried to do
so, and when no other solution wâs available,to have chosen a repertoire which bearsno insult to nonhumans.
The third mistake is still more momentous. Our colleaguessee
the straw in our eyebut not the beam in their own eyes.C&Y accuse
us of not playing their game and of limiting the task of deciding
what nature is to humans, and only to humans. This implies thât
they, or at least Collins (since Yearley had done discourseanalysis
before recanting it), are able to do this for their own câse studies.
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Such is the irony of their attack on our symmetry principle that
Collins has never been able to live up to his own rule of the game.
Gravity waves (Collins 1985)do indeed often appearin the settlement of controversiesabout them, but how do they appear?They
leak surreptitiously through the account, as we will show in the last
section.Collins alternatesbetweenan accountwhere only humans
talk among themselvesâbout grâvity wavesand an account, supposedly left to the scientists, where gravity waves do most of the talking, or at least the writing. Extremely good at showing the opening
of controversies,the indefinite negotiability of facts, the skill necessaryto transport any matter of facts, the infinite regressof underdetermination, Collins has nothing to say about the closing of
controversies,the non-negotiability of facts, and the slow routinization that redistributes skillq he simply shifts the burden to the
Edinburgh school. No wonder, since he rejects all theseproblems as
belonging to the natural realist-the other side of his alternation
mechanism. Alternation is supposedto be the answer,but it is the
most damning solution of all. This "Don fuanism of knowledge," as
Nietzsche called it, cannot posture as a highly moral position. Don
fuanism is a convenient way of avoiding the constraints of marriage
and forgetting in one frame every tenet that was learned in the
other; it cannotpassfor a solution, not a moral one at least.We prefer not to alternâteat all. Ironically,it is Collins'sbelief that he has
achieved results different from those of the traditional historian
which gives him the courage to dismiss our work, work which
simply tries to achieve Collins's goal not only in intention but in
effect.What is our position? We do not want to acceptthe respective
roles granted to things and to humans. If we agreeto follow the attribution of roles, the whole game opens up. In prâctice, no one is
able,and Collins no more than any one else,to deny for goodthe presenceof nonhumansin achievingconsensus(naturalrealism),but neither can we make them play the part of a final arbiter who settles
disputes for good (social realism). So why not modify the scenario
onceand for all? Nonhumâns âreparty to all our disputes,but instead
of being those closed, frozen, and estrangedthings-in-themselves
whose part has been either exaggeratedor downplayed,they are ac'
tânts-open or closed, active or passive,wild or domesticated,far
away or near, dependingon the result of the interactions. When they
enter the scene they are endowed with all the nonhuman powers
that rationalists like them to have, as well as the warmth and uncertainty that social realists recognize in humans. But symmetrically, humans, instead of acting like humans-among-themselves
whose part has been minimized or exaggerated
I are granted all
355
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the powers of discussion,speech,and negotiation sociologistslike
them to have, but in addition they endorsethe fate of all the nonhumans for whom rationalists and technologists âre so concerned.
The choice is simple: either we alternate between two absurdities
or we redistributeactantial roles. It is not a question of asserting
that there is no perceptibledifference.The point is methodological.
If we wish to follow â controversy through and to account for its
possible closure in ways other than having recourse to the Edinburgh sociologists,then it must be acceptedthat the distribution of
roles and competencesshould be left open. Are we to speakof intentionality, of behavior,of socralcompetences,of interest or attachment? The answersâre to be found mainly in the hands of scientists
and engineers.Their work is exâctly that of organizing and stabilizing these attributions and the classificationsthey lead to. Male baboons were seizedby aggressiveimpulses before Strum arrived on
the scene(Strum I9B7l) afterwardsthey were seen as manipulating
social networks. To take the scientists' place in deciding on the
distribution of actants' competencesinstead of following them in
their work of constructing these competencesis a methodological
mistake and worse, a serious error of political judgment. Since
differencesare so visible, what needsto be understoodis their construction, their transformations,their remarkablevariety and mobility, in order to substitutea multiplicity of little local dividesfor
one greatdivide. We do not deny differences;we refuseto consider
them a priori and to hierarchize them once and for all. One is not
born a scallop; one becomesone. A parallel could be drawn with
studieson social classesor on genderdifferences.Who would dare
to promote the idea that there are no differencesbetween men and
women or between the working classand the upper-middleclass?
Should these be considereddifferencesof kind to be expressedin
dif{erent repertoires?The recognition of the historicity of di6(erences,their irreversibility,their disintegrâtion/and their proliferation passesby way of a bitter struggleagainstthe assertionof one
greatahistoricaldifference.
But the fourth mistake is the most important, sinceit revealsthe
sheepbehind the wolf's clothing. Severaltimes in the paper,C&Y
reject our appealto a variety of hybrid nonhumans becausewe lack
the scientific credentials:
If we arereallyto enterscallopbehaviorinto our explanatory
equations, then Callon must demonstratehis scientiffccredentials.
...
There is not the siightest reason {or us to accept his opinions on the
nâture of scallops if he is any less of a scallop scientist than the re-
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he describes.
In fact,we readers
wouldpreferhim tobemore
searchers
of a scallopexpertthan the othersif he is to speakauthoritativelyon
the subject.Is he an authorityon scallopslOr did he merelyreport
the scientists'views on the matter.. . . Certainlywe do not havea
aboutthe naturalworld, or one
studythat canofferus any surprises
that clarifiesthe credibilityandauthorityof science.. . .
asa consequence
. . . This backwardstep[of Latour]hashappened
of the misconceived
extensionof symmetrythat takeshumansout of
their pivotal role. If nonhumansare actants,then we needa way of
determiningtheir power.This is the businessof scientistsand technologists;it takesus directlybackto the . . . conventional
andprosaic
o{ theworldfrom whichwe escaped
in the early1970s.
accounts
Callon is accusedof not being a marine biologist, and he thus
should not be able to talk about scallops at all-only about humâns, his only terrain as a sociologist; Latour is accused of not
knowing anything about technology; he should restrict himself to
humans. In addition he is accusedof not using the part of privileged
knowledge he might have qua sociologist in the field of expert systems.This âccusâtioncoming from the headsof the scientific establishment is frequent.Why is it launchedby sociologistsof science?
If they were Mertonian it would be acceptable,since Merton's tenet
is to limit ourselvesto the sociologyof scientistsand to leave sciencesafely in the hands of the experts.But the accusationis leveled
at us by sociologistswho have fought for years against this limitation of sociologyto social aspects,and who claim to explain the very
content of science.Not only this; they also claim that they have to
fight the hegemony of scientists' definition of nature! We have
reachedthe limit of absurdity,and CSrY should be thanked for demonstrating so frankly that their fight against the hegemony of sclentists over the definition of nature may be a gâme iust as gratuitous
as chicken. They never seriously believed that it was feasible. On
the contrary,they accept98 percent of the Great Divide: to the natural scientists the things, to the sociologists the remainder, thât is,
the humans. Either they are so deeply scientistic in their worldview
that this whole enterprise is a way of defending science against
attacks on their hegemony-but then what are their grounds for
attacking us for doing what is an equally "reactionary" task?or they really believe that they threaten scientists' privilege. How
can this privilege be destroyed without granting sociologists the
right to question the scientists' own definition of nature? Either
CSIY are sheepin wolves'clothing or they chicken out of the fight.
The most extravagantclaim is that scientists'accounts of their own
field are prosaic and boring. Have they ever seen a scientific field,
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ever âpproacheda controvers, ever measured the lack of consensus, or ever felt the agitation and ranges of alternatives of professional engineers?We lack the scientific credentials,but there is one
thing we can do: preservethe minority views for the benefit of the
scientiststhemselvesand preservefor the benefit of the outside public the range of alternatives on which scientists thrive. This is a
much more efficient strâtegyfor disputing hegemony than alternating between a mere social account and the condescendingview that
scientific practitioners are mere scientists. The beauty of studying
sciencein action is that there is always enough dissent to let outsiders in and to offer observerswith no scientific credentials a way
of capturing the chaosof science.Strangelyenough,we thought (until C&Y's pâper câme out, that is) that we had learned this lesson
from Collins.
How can there be such a deep misunderstanding?How can they
dismiss our work, which tries to get ât the content of science and
does not accept the privilege of the scientific definition of nature?
Becausethat would mean abandoning their privilege, and that of
social scientists in general,of defining the human world, the social
world. And since, with their unidimensional yardstick, there is no
other solution but alternating violently between two unsatisfactory
explanations, they feel trapped, and their only way out is to deny
that there is any difficulty or to make sure that alternative definitions are not endorsedby new students.We are not talking of intentions here, but of use and of effects,as C8r.Yrightly ask us to do. In
effect, they are forbidding sociologiststo document the vast diversity of positionsentertainedby scientists,either becausescientists
aresupposedto havespecialâccessto nature and to be naive realists,
or becausesociologists have no scientific credentials and should
stick to the human realms; this is an extraordinary step backward-since backwardnessappearsto be the issue. Forbidding such
documentation is a serious error concerning the nature both of society and of scientificactivity.
Technology is the shibboleth that tests the quality of science
studies, becauseevery mistake made in the sciencestudies appears
more blatant when we are studying technology.Like Callon's article
on scallops,Latour's piece on mundane artifacts (In pressb) aims at
circulating through the Great Divide and deploying the whole gradient of entities from "pure" social relations to "mere" things, without giving any privilege to the two extremes. Like the piece on
scallops, it is an ontological manifesto and a point about social
theory. fust as scientists and fishermen in St. Brieuc Bay orchestrate
a whole seriesof scallop-like entities, engineersand consumersdele358
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gatea whole gradient of social attributes to either humanlike entities or nonhuman entities. In the former ârticle disputed by C&Y
the point of departureis firmly positioned on the vertical axis of our
diagram, which allows us to focus not on humans or nonhumans
but on the activity of shifting, delegating,and distributing competences.In both articles the intention wâs not to say that scallops
have voting power and will exercise it, or that door closers are
entitled to social benefits and burial rites, but that a common vocabulary and a common ontology should be createdby crisscrossing
the divide by borrowing terms from one end to depict the other. Both
articles carefully follow the large rangeof expressions,metaphysics,
socialtheories,usedby humâns to accountfor the human-nonhuman
associations;ând both show that this gamut of expressionsis much
larger, more interesting, and more profound than the two vocabularies of things-in-themselvesand humans-among-themselvesthat
sociologists and technical determinists believe âre necessâry.But
C&Y interpret the secondarticle the sameway as they did the first:
Latour is accusedof playing into the hands of the hated-but are
they really hated?-technical determinists.He is also accused,and
rightly so, of using the counterfactual method. Thought experiment
is about the only way with which we can estrângeourselvesfrom
total familiarity with mundane ârtifacts. We agreethat this cânnot
be the solution and that many better methods should be developed,
and indeed have (Akrich 1987i Latour, Mauguin, and Teil, in press;
Latour, in press,c), but the point of the paper is clearly how to see
and position ârtifâcts-and this is indeed what most of the critiques
of C&Y address.
Apart from their witty critique of counterfactual methods, our
colleaguesshow still more clearly in their analysis of the second
article their scientistic worldview. They start with an absolute dichotomy between purposeful action and mindless material behavior. Then they state that "it is clear that the interpretative method
[usedfor intentionâl humans] is unusable,since doorshave no social
life in which we could pârticipâte." The matter-of-fact tone of this
extraordinary claim could not be more clearly at odds with the social theory we have developedover the years(Callon l980b, 1987;
Callon and Latour 1981;Strum and Latour 1987;Law I9B7l. There
is no thinkable social life without the participation-in all the
meaningsof the word-of nonhumans, and especiallymachines and
artifâcts.Without them we would live like baboons{Strum 1987).
Technologyis not far from the social realm in the hands of the technologists: it is social relations viewed in their durability, in their
cohesion.It is utterly impossible to think for even a minute about
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socialrelationswithout mediâting them with hundredsof entrties.
Of course these nonhuman entities may be dismissed-they are indeed ignored by most social theorists, even by those like Barnes
(1988),who shouldknow more about sciencestudies-but our point
is that the activity of dismissing them, of disattributing meaning
and will, is as di{ficult, as contentious, and as revealing as the attribution of meaning,will, and intentionality to humans. Although we
can waffle on the complete unification of nature and society,which
we claim is our only object of study,there is no possiblehesitation
when dealing with artifacts, since they are man-made. Scientists
may be realistson the cold and establishedpart of their science,but
engineersare constructivists about the artifacts they construct. The
weight of efficiency is much lighter than that of truth-and has a
lessprestigiousphilosophicalpedigree.Hence the prolongation of the
use of the unidimensional yardstick in technology is less easy to
forgive than in science,where after all, we cânnot ask sociologists
to undo the enormous preparatory work philosophers of science
have done for them.
This is not the view taken by C&.1 to sây the least. They take it
as their brief, and moral high ground, to differentiate clearly between what humans âre able to do-purposes, intentions, common
sense/negotiating the rules, infinite regress-and what the machrnes
have always been limited to doing-lacking common sense,brutish,
material, asocial,and rule-bound.This is a respectableposition if
we are engagedin a humanistic fight against the technologists'
hypes,but is uninterestingas an empirical tool to describethe daily
negotiâtion of engineersto redistribute these very characterizations
via the artifacts.As long as social scientistssafely stuck to social
relations-power, institutions, classes,interactions, and so forththey might have consideredartifact making as â sort of borderline
casewhich could be put out of the picture of society. But how can
we do this with sociotechnicalimbroglioswhere everycaseis a borderline case?Either CSrY want to keep their yardstick alternating
from mere matter to intentional humans, in which casethey should
study a domain other than technology,or they are interested in accounting for this activity and should abandon the worst possible
standardto size it up. If they dare to sây "perish the casestudies as
long as the moral and humanistic yardstick that allows us to extirpâte sociâl relations from mere things is safe," they can't possibly
accuseus for looking for other empirical programs.
Our empirical program does not claim either that humans and
artifacts are exactly the sameor that they are radically different. We
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leave this question entirely open. A speed bump-aptly called a
sleepingpoliceman-is neither the same as a stândingpoliceman,
nor is it the same as a sign Slow Down, nor is it the same as the
incorporatedcaution British drivers âre supposedto learn culturally
from birth. What is interesting, though, is that campus mânagers
decidedto shift the program o{ action "slow down cars on campus"
from a culturally learned action to â mere piece of behavior-the
physical shock of concretebumps on the suspensionof the cars.The
progrâm of action: "Slow down please for the sake of your fellow
humâns" has been translated into another one: "protect your own
suspensionfor your own benefi.t."Are we not allowed to follow this
translation through? Who made the move from action to behavior,
from meaning to force, from culture to nature? We the analysts or
they, the analyzedlWho or what is now enforcing the law, the standing or the sleepingpoliceman?Who âre supposedto have sociality
embedded in themselves, the talking humans or the silent road
bumper? To claim that only the humans have meaning and intentionality and are able to renegotiate the rules indefrnitely is an
empty claim, since this is the very reâson why the engineers,tired
of the indiscipline and indefinite renegotiability of drivers, shifted
their program of action to decreasethis pliability. By insisting on
alternation, Collins cân no more explain the closure of technical
controversiesthan the closure of scientific controversies.If engineersas well as scientistsare crisscrossing
the very boundariesthat
sociologistsclaim cannot be passedover/ we prefer to abandonthe
sociologistsand to follow our informants.
Exactly as for science,CSrY claim that every time you appealto
the artifacts'action you have to use the technoiogical-determinist
vocabulary.This is not only a wrong interpretation of our work, it
is wrong of engineers.There is a constant thread in C&.Y's pâpers
that if you document only scientists' and engineers/âccountsit will
be prosaic, conventional, unsurprising, uninformâtive/ and merely
technical and rule bound. Again, this portrayal of scientific activity
would not be surprising from a Habermassianphilosopher or from
an Ellulian technophobe,but it is very surprising from social scientists who have intimate knowledge of scientific controversies.If
there is one striking element in sciencestudies-and if there is one
piece of news in what we have all written-it is the amazing diversity, the liveliness, and the heterogeneityof scienceand engineering
(evenin its most deadlytasks,as can be seenin MacKenzieI990).It
is precisely becausethere is no such thing as "a science" with authority and complete prosaic totalitarian dominion over nature that
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it is so easyfor us as social scientiststo tread into and to demonstratethe lack o{ hegemonyand the rich confusionbetweenthe humans and nonhumansthat make up our collective.
We do not claim that our theories are right. We are looking for
collaborations with English and American scholars to make them
better, and in doing so we will help to achieve their goals as well as
ours. But C&Y resist this enrollment, rhey feel they have the right
to dismiss our work becausethey have already provided an explanation, and that our attempts are belated and muddled. This is
why they accuseus of merely rephrasingthe problems through the
catchall network vocabulary and of not providing an explanation of
the closure of controversies.This implies that they have explained
somethingin sciencestudies.
The accusationof not explaining things is always tricky in social
science,becauseit ends up in a Lebanesesituation, with everyone
looking ât the strength of the other's explanation and destroying it.
In SSK it is still more difficult, becausethe whole pâttern of "providing an explanation through the use of câuses" has been largely
disputedfor the natural sciences(Lynch 1985;Woolgar1988b;Collins 1985; chap.2; Latour 19871,which makes their reimportarion
into the sociology of sciencea rather difficult job. Moreover, explanations might not be desirableafter all {Woolgar1988a).A complete
description of network dynamics might provide a better explanation, in the end, than the delusive searchfor causes{Latour, Mauguin, and Teil, in press).Although it would take too long to argue
those points, it is possible to compâre our pâttern of description
with Collins's, especiallyhis most elaboratework, Changing Order
(19851,to see if he really has the groundsto discount our offer to
help him out of his quandary.
Like us, Collins is better at description thân explanation, but in
the end of his book he feels obliged to provide a closure mechanism,
and it is not uncharitable to find out how much better he is than us.
His intellectual resourcescome from a network theory, which is
not without resemblanceto ours, the only differencebeing that we
have taken ten yeârs to document, quantify, iustify, and argue it
{Callon,Law, and Rip 1986;Callon, Courtial, and Lavergne1989;Callon, Laredo, and Rabeharisoa,in press|and that Collins uses a few
pagesof metaphors to get rid of the problem. AJter describingfor a
hundredpagesthe experimenter'sregress-which is a nice exemplification of Duhem's thesis that there is no experimentia uucisCoIIins ties Weber'sdecision to quit the conrroversyto Mary Hesse's
network theory: "a kind of spider'sweb of concepts" (1985, 13l).
Hesse'snetworks have the interesting property of explaining the
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choice of a theory through the notion of //entrenchment" (Law and
Lodge 1984).Collins addsto this the important metaphor ol "reverberation": "The point is that the whole network is mutually supporting since everything is linked to everything else. But, by virtue
of the way that everything is connecteda changein one link might
reverberatethrough the whole of the network." (1985,13l )
Although this might sound like the diagnosisof one of Molière's
physicians,it is OK with us if it means that in the end the solidity
of a claim will be the exact meâsure of the resistanceto a test of
strength of the whole network. Hacking (chap.2) uses a similar argument, although he provides a much richer vocabulary than Collins to account for the reverberation and the entrenchment of a
claim. Once we abandon the twin resourcesof nature and society,
we are all, it seems,looking for the same "explânâtion"-the stabilization of Hesse'sor some other âssociationist network-but we
disagreeon what a network is made of and how to empirically calculate or âccount for the test.
Here Collins makes his first crucial mistake. Instead of seeking
a genuine network theory-and testing the strength of a claim by
operationalizing Hesse's qualitative arguments as we have done
through hundreds of pagesof programming language{seeespecially
the programsLeximappe"', Lexinet"', Candide'n')he reintroduces
the division between social and cognitive nets with no better metâphor than that of a coin. "And just as social relations can be describedin terms of social networks, their cognitive counterpartscân
be describedin terms of Hessenet. The Hessenet and the network
of interactions in society are but two sides of the same coin. To
understand each, one must understand both" ll32l. Although the
whole task is to pay the philosophical, sociological,economic, and
computer price of this fusion of the two types of network-cognitive and social-Collins hedges the issue by saying that they are
both different and the same and that they furthermore reflect each
other, as in the crudest Marxist reflection theory.
But the secondmistake is more damning, since the three notions
of entrenchment/ reverberation,and wider network are now used to
explain the stabilization from the outside:
The scientists,then, are facedwith a choice(albeit,a highly constrained choice); at what level of inference, or externality, do they
report their results?The more inferencesthey make the more interesting the results are to a wider and wider audience-the more they
rattle the spider'sweb of concepts/as it were. But, if the results are
not likely to preserveeveryone's"socially acceptableconceptualizations of the natural world," then the more inferencesthey make, the
363
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It is amusing that C&Y deride our technical use of the notion
of obligatory pâssâgepoint and deem the rattling of spiders a bctter explanation.But it is not âmusing at all to see that the gootl
old society is imported-through the spidermetaphor-to brutallr
close the infinite experimenter/sregress:"Networks ramify continuously so thât reverberationsinduced within sciencehave therr
effectsoutside just as influences from outside the scientific profession feed back into scienceproper. Scienceand technologyare atfectedin quite straightforwardways by political climate." {165)
Merton would have been much more specifi.c,much more merlr.
ated, much less "straightforward." Are these authors the samt
oneswho mock our translationtheory,which âccountswith precr,
sion for the successiveshifts from one repertoire(exoteric)to thu
others{esoteric)(Latour1987Lthe sameoneswho deridethe "qualiquântitative" work that enablesus to follow in detail how politic'
and sciencemight "reverberate" in each other? Yes, and they pretcr
empty metaphorsof spider and coin to network theory becausethi.
is the only wây to savetheir classicview of societyas what abruptl.
puts â stop to the indefinite negotiabilityof scientists-a nice cas.
of entrenchment indeed.
As long as he is in the laboratorylooking for replication proccdures, Collins is like Woolgar-stressing the indefinite pliabilitr
and endlessnegotiabilityof everything-but when he wishes to fin,
ish his book and closesWeber'sstort he has no other issue but tr
jump to an Edinburghtype of interesttheory: the winner will be th.
one who reverberates
less(or more)through the entrenchedinterest.
(It
of the wider society. is becauseof this contradictionthat Collin.
attacksWoolgarin the samepaperwhere he attacks us.)Duhem or
Woolgarfor the inner core, Edinburgh and Marxism for the outsidc
and in the middle a free decisionthat scientistsmake for no reason
at all, in the most complete arbitrariness.What scholarslike Lau
Lynch, Knorr, Hacking, fardine, Schafferand us have shown over an\over again, that is, the slow accumulation of calibratedgesturcs
black boxes,and routinized skills which âre more and more difficr-rlr
to modify, is transformed by Collins in a suddendecision to give up
in a fight where nothing had force. Instead of being slowly beatenbr
uppercut after uppercut, the boxer Weber is touched by feather:
none of them with any weight, and suddenlyhe falls knocked our
without any reasonwhatsoever,since he could have gone on indefi-
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rrrùlv negotiatingwith his adversaries:
"In retrospect,Weberwould
raçc servedhis case better to have maintained his refusal to use
clcctrostaticcalibration-not iust becausethe results provedunfavorablebut becausethe assumptionstaken on board by the act of
calibration and the restrictions of interpretation imposed as a result"(1031.
Such sentences, which combine Whiggish history ("in retrospect"),natural realism ("resultsprovedunfavorable"l,anddecisionrsm ("would have maintained his casebetter"l arean indicator that
Collins, becausehe is unable to solve the link between laboratory
negotiation and the wider society, may never have described in a
satis{actoryway what we all credit him for, that is, controversres.
And this is why he is so unable to understandus. We take up the job
where he leavesoff. All our work aims at defining the thread in the
spider'smouth, the dozensof intermediaries that slowly make Weber unable to move/ the uppercuts that one after another bring him
down. Instead of the empty claim that Weber should have maintainedhis refusal-which is like chiding a boxer after the countdown
ior not having stood up-we multiply the texts, the inscriptions, the
instruments, the skills, the nonhumans, none of which has a decisive weight, it is true, but all of which, mobilized together, woven
together,are enough to transform the indefinite pliability of a situation into an irreversible fact. Wherever we devise a hybrid that carries some weight-the mass spectrometer of the TRF story, the
immutable mobiles, the spokesperson/the texts-Collins mrsunderstandsus and âccusesus vehemently of bringing nature back
in. No, we are explaining in detail what he is unable to explain,
how and why a spider makes a web, how and why one scientist is
better than another,how and why a boxer is knocked out by another
one. We do not want to alternate between negotiation and entrenchment. We do not feel that Collins has yet delivered the goods he
claims to have delivered which allow him to get rid of us. We still
want to help him out and study with him not only what he is good
at: the beginning of controversywhen reversibility is large and skills
uncodified, but also what he is so bad ât: the gradual closing of controversy and the reshuffling of the networks. We feel that if we
worked together we might begin to sketch a description of societyscience.
Why can't Collins understandus? Here is the core of our ethical
and political disagreement.The only way for Collins to debunk
scientists' hegemony is to portray them through this alternated
three-stagesituation :
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l. Indefinite negotlation
2. Completc social dcterminism (delcgatedto the Edinburgh
sociologists)
3. Free decision.

It is only if scientists are portrayed in this way that they lose the
right to a specialrelation with nature and thus free social scientists
from the domination of the nâturâl sciences."Do as you like, but if
you close a dispute, it is not becauseof nature, but by alternation
betweenfree decisionand social constraints.Thus you have no upper ground to invade our social realm. Stay where you âre, we will
stay where we are. You do not have nature on your side, so do not
criticize us." Collins's solution is a good old Kantian divide. By contrast, our paradigm is twice reâctionary in the eyesof Collins: first,
we believe that scientists close controversiesfor many other reasons
than arbitrarinessor social entrenchment; second,we do not believe
that social scientists should be left to themselves.Since we believe
that there âre many other ways to dispute scientists'hegemonythe first one being to dispute the very distribution of agencies
between the things-in-themselves and the humans-among-themselves-we cânnot be content with this resurrection of Kant's iustice of peace(seeLatour, in press,a, for details).
From this disagreement,however, we do not draw the same conclusion as C&Y do. They claim that our program is entirely misguided,reactionary,if not in intent, at least in use,and that it should
be not followed all the way. We believe, on the eontraryt that although it is experimental, uncertain, and incomplete, it should be
carried all the way, with the help of the mâny clever and excellent
scholars inspired by the various science studies schools, and that
this new move will vindicate most of Collins's discoveriesand insights by freeing them from their most blatant limitations. They
want to throw us out. We want to changethe water, but to keep the
Bath baby in, since it is also our baby. AIter all, having children,
even through Don fuan's immoral alternating strateg, is more fertile than playing chicken.
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